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fair collection of the commoner coins of that illustrious
line, giving one or two of each sovereign, some being
forgeries. The Youen dynasty will be, in all likelihood,
omitted, counterfeits being rarely or never offered. A
ie Ming " coin or so may follow, after which will come a
few of those of the various petty sovereigns, chiefs, and
usurpers who harassed the country when distracted by
rebellion at the downfall of the Mings and the commence-
ment of the present dynasty, with some twenty or thirty
coins of which the collection will usually close.
Having secured these coins, and affixed to them the
datesj which are always approximately given on the cards,
the collector is' now left to his own resources. Hundreds
of coins have yet to be added before his cabinet will be
complete. It is true that, taking the Sung dynasty as
an example, it will contain in all probability a coin of each
sovereign or of nearly all; but several emperors coined a
great many, and his collection will no more be complete
without them than would be that of a collector of English
coins who had only one shilling of George IV. as his
example of the shilling coinage of that reign. He must
have a representative of each issue to be complete, and
the same with Chinese money. The differences of these
issues are only to be ascertained by noting the variations
in the size of the coin, the characters used to express the
word " coinage," the arrangement of the signs on the
obverse of the coin, whether they be set across or follow
round. The signs, marks, and symbols on the reverse are
also of the greatest moment: a dot, and its positidn as
regards the hole, making perhaps a variation in the date.
The characters on the reverse either mark the mint
whence the money is issued, or else have some histo-
rical, political, of legendary significance; which -will %&

